
 

Please complete the Initial Set-Up for your browser to ensure that the 

application works properly. Chrome is the preferred browser for this 

application, but it will work in Internet Explorer with IE10 or higher.  

 Initial Browser Set-up Using Google Chrome 

 Initial Browser Set-Up Using Internet Explorer 

 

BASIC TASKS IN SOS 

 Log onto SOS in my.cat.com 

 Use the “Need Help?’ function 

 Navigate, what the icons do and represent, some terms to understand 

 View a list of all assets in the SOS Program 

 Add a new asset to the SOS Program 

 Find samples for an asset 

 View and Export the full sample history and test results for an asset or a component 

 View the most recent samples 

 Quickly generate the SOS report for a sample 

 View a specific sample’s details 

 Create a barcode label for a sample(s) 

 Retrieving barcode labels to re-print, edit or delete 

 Add a maintenance event such as oil change or component change/rebuild  

 Create graphs for trending elements in a single component for an asset 

 Create graphs that compare trending between components and assets  

 IMPORTANT !! Functions that are still in development or being fixed 

- Creating Bar Code Labels 

- Creating a new Asset 

- Maintenance Events 

- Column Headers and Filters 

- Creating Trend Graphs 

- Look-Up Tables 

- Dashboard 

 

 

 

 



INITIAL BROWSER SET-UP USING CHROME  
In Chrome:  

1. Click the icon in the upper right corner and select 'Settings'  

 

 
 

2. Scroll down and select 'Show Advanced Settings'  

 

 

 
 

3. Under Privacy,  Click on  'Content Settings' button  

 



 
 

4. Set Cookies to "Keep local data only until you quit browser"  

 

 
 

5. Click the Done button 

 

6. Under Privacy, click on the Clear Browsing data… button 

 

 
 

7. Set the Date range = the beginning of time 

8. Tick the boxes as shown below.  The other boxes are optional and will not have any impact.  

9. Click the Clear Browsing History button 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



10. Close the settings Tab 

 

 
 

11. Open SOS in my.cat.com.   

 

If this is already open in another Tab, then refresh the Tab 

 

 
 

  



INITIAL BROWSER SET-UP USING INTERNET EXPLORER 
In Internet Explorer:  

1. Click on the gear icon in the upper right corner and select Internet Options 

 

2. Click on the General tab. Under Browsing History make sure the check box next to “Delete browsing 

history on exit” is checked.  Click the Delete... button 

 

3. In the “Delete Browsing History” pop-up window the “Preservice Favorites website data” should be 

unchecked. Check the boxes next to the items as shown below. Other boxes are optional and will not 

have any impact.  

 

 

 

 

 



4. Click on the Delete button 

 

 

5. Click Apply button and then click OK button 

 

6. Close the browser or refresh the SOS tab if already open 

 

 

 

 



 

LOG ON TO SOS in my.cat.com 
 

SOS is an element of my.cat.com and can be accessed in several ways:  

Login to https://my.cat.com or use the link from the William Adams website OnLine Tools 

http://williamadams.com.au/online-tools/ 

Login using your customer login credentials.  

Choose the ASSETS MENU and click on SOS 

Depending on your access authorization, you may see either of these screens/menu items. 

If you have SOS Access only 

 

 

Re-enter your password 

 

 

If you have SOS and FLEET Access 

 

Click on Explore the new SOS application 

https://my.cat.com/
http://williamadams.com.au/online-tools/


 

Re-enter your password 

 

 

 

 

 

  

m



USE THE “NEED HELP?” FUNCTION 
 

The application has a very comprehensive Help function which can be accessed by clicking on the Need Help 

button to the top right of the web page.  

 

 

 

This link will only be visible when you are in one of the main menus. If you cannot see the Need Help on your 

screen, then click on the main menu that you need help with and it will appear. 

 

The Help will pop-up in a dialog box type window. The information in the window will relate to the specific menu 

item that is highlighted in your menu-bar.  

 

 

  



NAVIGATION, MEANING OF ICONS, BUTTONS AND TERMS USED 
 

You can find your way around the application by clicking on the menus listed at the top of the page.  

DASHBOARD – uses widgets that summarize sample information. The dashboard is interactive and allows you 

to customize to some extent. 

Some of the widgets in the Dashboard are not working properly as yet. Limit usage to Quick Search, 
Alert Levels and Sample Status widgets. 

 

FLEET – allows you to view, find and manage assets and components. You can also access sample history, 

create graphs and export data from the FLEET menu. Individual samples and reports can also be access from 

here. 

SAMPLES – allow you to view a listing of samples and then drill down on a particular sample to view its details, 

export historical data, create a graph or generate the SOS report.  

SUBMIT – allows you to create barcoded labels for samples to be sent to the lab. You can also reprint, modify or 

delete labels that you have already created.  

REPORTS – there are a few select reports that you can generate. These reports will be emailed to you and do 

not open or download from the application 

PREFERENCES – allows you to create and manage custom filters/searches. You can also create component 

sets where components and assets can be grouped to generate barcode labels for the group. 

The data displayed throughout the application are presented in columns. You can use these columns as follows:  

- Filter for information that you need by typing or selecting from the column headers 

- Hide columns that you do not want to see by clicking on the gear icon to the right of the column headers 

and choosing the fields you want to see 

- Sort the data in the columns by clicking on the small down arrow next to each of the column headers 

- Change order in which columns appear on the screen by clicking, dragging and dropping column 

headers 

- Change the size of the columns by clicking on the column header and dragging the edge 

Any changes that you make to the columns will be saved if you navigate away or log off. 

Under certain situations some of the Date type columns will automatically default to last 30 days. If these 
columns are hidden then you will not notice the filter being applied and the results that you get from 
your search might not appear correct. It is good practice to clear all searches when you start a new 
search. Do this by clicking on the small gear icon to the right of the column headers and select Clear all 
filters. 
 

 
 
 



The actual columns that appear on the screen will depend on how much space is available on the screen. If more 

columns are selected than the space allows, a plus (+) icon appears to the right of the row indicating that more 

information is available. Click on the(+) icon to view this information.  You can adjust the how much information is 

shown on the screen by using the browser zoom capability. 

 

The Browser Back and Forward buttons do work in this application and will take you back to previous screens 

and visa versa.  

 

Any text in blue represents a link that will take you to further detail relating to that text and functionalities. These 

links include:   

Column / Text Example Description 

ASSET ID TR55 Breakdown of components and sample history. Can 
perform various actions such as create labels, export 
history, modify asset information, graphs, sample details.  

LAB NUMBER T010-47108-0875 Opens the sample details, test results and previous 
sample history. Can perform functions such as graph, 
action items, attachments, export data and create sample 
report. 

COMPONENT HYDRAULIC SYSTEM Show sample history. Can perform various actions such 
as create labels, export history, modify asset information, 
graphs, sample details. 

 

 

 

 



Health Icons represent the Evaluation of the sample.  

HEALTH ICON DESCRIPTION 

 

Highest level of alert on a completed sample. Stop, Diagnose and Repair 

 

Action is required based on the sample results. Diagnose and Repair. 

 

Monitor, Proceed with Caution or Investigate 

 

Sample results are normal and no action is required. 

 

There are no test results or interpretation for this sample. Special 
circumstance or record only. 

 

Sample is in the lab and it is being processed 
OR 
Sample has a barcoded label and the lab has not yet received the 
sample 

Maintenance 

Maintenance Event that was logged in SOS on my.cat.com via the 
FLEET Add Maintenance function. Typically an indication of oil change or 
component change/rebuild. 

 

If you click on a Health icon then a pop-up will show more detail and you can access the sample details by 

clicking on the lab number in the pop-up window.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Functions of various buttons in the application 

BUTTON DESCRIPTION 

 

Exports selected information into an .xls spreadsheet which is 
downloaded through the browser 

 

Creates a pdf document(s) of the selected information which is 
downloaded through the browser 

 

Create a trend graph 

 

Magnifying glass = LOOKUP TABLE 

 

 
 

Magnifying glass at end of text field = start typing and a list of matches 
will appear. Use the mouse to select the appropriate choice. Can also 
just click on the icon to open the LOOKUP table 

 

Use the mouse to click on the down arrow and choose an option from 
the list using the mouse (and not use up/down arrows and enter key) 

 

 

Some column headers will have a small down arrow to the top right. 
Sorting can be applied to these columns. Only 1 sort can be applied at 
a time 

 

Samples take on the following Status depending where in your overall fluid analysis process the sample is. The 

Status functionality is intended to help you manage samples more effectively. 

Status relating to the testing of the sample by the lab 

Pending A barcoded label has been generated for the sample and the barcode number has been 
registered with the lab. The lab has not yet received the sample. The Lab No will be the 
same as the barcode number. 

In Process The lab has received the sample and it is being tested. A new lab number T010-xxxxx-xxxx 
is assigned to the sample. No information or results will be visible. 

Status relating to the action that you take in SOS to manage the sample based on its results. This allows you to 
easily identify samples that have not yet been looked at, samples that need action or follow-up and those 
samples that you have already looked at and need no further action. This makes it easier to manage the 
information. 

New The sample has been completed and results published. The New status is intended to 
indicate that the sample has not yet been viewed online and it waiting.  

In Progress You may to choose take action based on the results of a sample.  When you start this 
course of action and document it online, then the sample status will change to In Progress to 
indicate that you are taking action based on the sample results. 

Closed A sample status can be set to closed once you have reviewed it and are satisfied that no 
further action is required based on the sample results.  

 

  



Column headers have drop down lists that you need to select from to filter information.  If these 
lists have options for “Check All” and “Uncheck All”, then use this whenever filtering these 
columns.  Just selecting the items you want will not apply the search properly.  
  

 
 
 

 

  



VIEW A LIST OF ALL ASSETS IN THE SOS PROGRAM 
 

Go to the FLEET menu and choose the Assets tab at the top 

 

A listing of all assest in the fleet will be shown.  Make sure there are no filters applied by clicking on Clear all 

filters under the gear icon to the right of the column headers.   

 

 

 

To export the Asset listing, select all or some of the assets using the check mark to the left of the ASSET ID and 

choose either .xls or pdf.  The document will open in the browser.  

 

 

  



ADD A NEW ASSET TO THE SOS PROGRAM 
 

Go to the FLEET menu, select the Assets tab.  Use the ADD, MODIFY or DELETE buttons.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Always use the LOOKUP tables when populating fields with magnifying glass. With LOOKUP tables, 

search using the column on the right. The first column in the LOOKUP tables are typically in code 

format.   

- If the manufacturer / model is not found in the listing, then choose OTHER and make a note in the Equip 

Note with detailed information. The lab will update this.  

- If you accidentally delete an asset, contact the SOS Lab to retrieve it 

- If an Asset Serial Number is already allocated to an existing account you will not be able to create it. 

Contact the SOS lab to have this Serial Number allocated to your account. 

 

  

For non-Cat assets, adding Components may automatically add components that you did not choose.  
Manually delete the unwanted components or call the SOS Lab for assistance. 



FIND SAMPLES FOR AN ASSET 
 

Go to FLEET menu and select Assets tab.  Search the asset by using the column header filters.  Click on the 

Asset number to view components and samples.  

 

 

The compartments are listed to the left of the screen. The samples listed to the right of the screen are associated 

with the compartments that have a tick or check mark against it. You can switch between compartments 

by clicking on them. 

 

 

Hover the mouse over the INTERP. TEXT to read the comments.   

Click on the HEALTH ICONS to view further sample details.  

Click on the blue LAB NO.  to open the sample details, test results, view history and print a pdf SOS report 

Click on the .xls button to export the sample history and test results that are shown on the screen 

 

 



VIEW AND EXPORT THE FULL SAMPLE AND TEST RESULT HISTORY FOR AN ASSET OR A 
COMPONENT 
 

Go to the FLEET menu. Select either the Assets tab. Use the column filters to find the Asset. 

Click on FULL HISTORY button 

 

Either leave all components selected or click the Uncheck All and then select the component(s) to view.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Click on the Export .xls button and the browser will download the spreadsheet which can be opened or saved.

 

 

 



VIEW THE MOST RECENT SAMPLES 
 

You can view the most recent samples in two ways: The SAMPLES menu show a listing of all samples in the 

program and the column headers can be used to filter and sort the list of samples. The DASHBOARD widgets 

either Alert Levels or Sample Status.  

Using the SAMPLES menu to view the most recent samples 

Always Clear all filters before starting a new search.  

The LAB DATE and SAMPLED DATE are the two dates that can be used to view the most recent samples. 

Choose from the drop down list.  

Further filters can be applied such as only viewing samples with Action Required Health status etc.  

Health History column shows the Evaluation on the previous 3 samples. Click on these icons to view further 

details.  

 

 

From here the sample pdf SOS report can be printed or the results can be exported into .xls for samples selected 

by a check mark to the left.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Using the DASHBOARD menu to view the most recent samples 

Go to the DASHBOARD menu.  Use either the SAMPLE STATUS or ALERT LEVELS widgets.  

 

 

The system default is to show information available for the last 30 days.  If you click on the gear symbol to the 

top right of each widget a dialog box will open where you can change some of the parameters. The changes will 

only apply to that widget and it will be saved.  

 

 

These charts are interactive and clicking on them takes you to the SAMPLES menu with the filters from the 

dashboard applied.  

 

 

 

 

 

  



GENERATE THE SOS REPORT FOR A SAMPLE 
 

The SAMPLES menu show a listing of all samples in the program and the column headers can be used to filter 

and sort the list of samples.  

Always Clear all filters before starting a new search.  Enter filter / search criteria into the column headers to find 

the sample. Activate the check mark to the left of the sample and click on the pdf export button. The SOS report 

will be downloaded by the browser in the application and can be opened or saved from here. 

 

 

 

  



VIEW A SPECIFIC SAMPLE’S DETAILS 
 

Samples are identified by their Lab Number which is in blue text with the format T010-xxxxx-xxxx. These 

numbers are linked to the sample details which can be accessed from anywhere in the application where this lab 

number appears.  

Click on the lab number and the Sample Details will be shown.  From here the following can be done:  

- Print the sample pdf SOS report 

 

- Create trend graphs on the component 

 
 

- Add attachments to the sample 

 

- Action the sample and record the action. Close the sample as being viewed and further action needed. 

 

 
 

 

 



CREATE A BARCODED LABEL FOR A SAMPLE 
 

There are 2 main areas in the application where a label can be created for a sample(s).  

FLEET and SUBMIT menu items.  

Creating a barcode label for an asset or component that is not currently in the system, you need to create the 

asset or component first. This must be done through the FLEET menu ADD button. 

Using the FLEET menu to create a barcode label: 

Labels can be created from either the Assets or Components tabs. It depends on the user process for creating 

labels.  

FLEET > Components 

Enter the search criteria in the column headers to locate the asset. Choose components for labels and click on 

the SUBMIT button. 

 

 

FLEET > Assets 

Enter the search criteria in the column headers to locate the asset. Click on the Asset Id 

 

 

 



 

Select the components that require barcode sample labels printed and click on the SUBMIT LABELS button. 

 

 

Both methods result in landing in the SUBMIT Wizard page.  This shows a listing of the components selected.  

 

More components can only be added to this list by using the Search or Add Component button on this screen. 

  

If you navigate away from this page, the list will be saved. However if you select more components for labels 

using the FLEET menu, then the list will be deleted and new list will be created.  

 

 

 

 



Using the SUBMIT menu to create a barcode label: 

Go to the SUBMIT menu and click on the Search or Add Component button to open the LOOKUP table.  

 

Search for the Assets/ Components by using the column headers to filter. Then select the components by 

activating the check mark to the left.  

 

These components are then added to the list for creating labels.   

 

 

More components can be added by using the Search or Add Component Button.  

 

 



Once all the required components have been listed, then click on SAMPLE DETAILS button. 

 

All the items in the list will go through to the labels when the SAMPLE DETAILS button is clicked.  You 
cannot select individual components using the check mark – this only works for the REMOVE button.  
Once you click on SAMPLE DETAILS, it will apply to all items in the list. 

 

Populate the Asset information in the header area, and then the individual sample information in the sections 

following.  

The Asset Meter will calculate the Meter on Fluid based on the Previous Meter and last oil change. 

The first time you create a barcode label, the Fluid Brand and Weight may not be populated. Once you have 

entered this information, it will be saved for future samples.  

If you do not require a label, then it can be deleted by using the delete button to the right of the label. 

- The SAVE TO DRAFT button does not work properly. Do not use it.  
- Use the down arrow on the Filter Change and Fluid Change fields and select an entry. Do not try 

to type/find and tab in these fields.  
 

 
 
 

- Field with magnifying glass – start typing and wait for a list of matches to appear and then select 
one from the list. Alternatively click on the magnifying glass and choose from the LOOKUP 
table. Do not type and tab. The fields will let you, but the information will not transfer to the 
label.  

 
 
 

- Use your mouse to navigate through the label creation and not the tab key. 
 

 

Once the label(s) are populated, click on the SUBMIT SAMPLES button. This will generate a barcode number 

and the sample is now pre-registered as a pending sample.  A Summary of the labels will be shown on the 

screen for you to review.  



At this stage, the labels can be printed now or at a later time.  

Click on PRINT LABELS if you want to print these now. Select the Large (3 labels per A4 page). At this stage our 

laboratory cannot process the other samples effectively.  

 

Accept the Print Settings as shown and click on PRINT. This will create the pdf document with the labels through 

the browser and typically appear at the bottom of the screen. This document can be printed, saved or emailed.  

 

 

 

Check the sample date on the paper label is correct.  It may show the previous date to 
what you entered when creating the label.  
Cross out and enter the correct date with a pen.  
This is a system bug that is being fixed. 

 

  



RETRIEVING BARCODE LABELS TO RE-PRINT, EDIT OR DELETE 
 

All labels are saved and available for re-printing, editing or deletion until such point when it is received by the lab 

and the barcode scanned.  

To retrieve a sample label to re-print, edit or delete go to the SUBMIT menu and choose the Pending Tab.  This 

allows you to find all labels that have been created, but the laboratory has not yet received the samples.  

 

Once a sample has been received and registered in the lab, this sample/barcode will be removed from the 

Pending list.  

If barcode labels are created and samples are not taken or sent to the lab for these labels, then these will remain 

in the system as Pending Samples.  It is important to print only labels that are needed and to delete any labels 

not used.  

Labels not used for samples can be returned to the SOS Lab with other samples and NOT USED written across 

the label. That way the lab can also cancel these samples. 

  



ADD A MAINTENANCE EVENT SUCH AS OIL CHANGE OR COMPONENT CHANGE/REBUILD TO 
THE HISTORY 
 

Fluid maintenance events include changing out the oil when no sample was taken, changing the brand/grade of 

oil, rebuilding or replacing the component.  

There are 5 maintenance events that can be selected. 

DO NOT use the Rebuild or Component Change events at this stage. They cause major errors with Meter 
Reading and Meter on Fluid Calculations.  

 

Go to FLEET menu and select Assets tab. Use the column headers to filter and find the asset you are looking for. 

Click on the asset id in blue to view the asset details.  

Select the component and click on ADD MAINTENANCE button 

 

Select the type of event from the drop down list in the pop-up window.   

Only use Fluid Change, Filter Change and Fluid Add events.  

The data entry fields will change depending on what type of event is selected from the list. 

 

Fluid Change -  The Meter Reading is critical information to recalculate the hours on oil for the next sample.  Also 

use this screen to communicate / update the system with a change in fluid brand, Type or Weight.  

Filter Change – Logs the event and makes no changes to meter on fluid. 

Fluid Addition -  Records any additional oil added to the compartment 

 

 



CREATE A GRAPH THAT TRENDS ELEMENTS FOR A COMPONENT  
 

Graphs can be created from the FLEET menu.  Graphs can also be created from the Sample Details screen 

which is accessed whenever you click on a LAB NUMBER and enter the details of the sample.  

Using the FLEET menu to create a graph for a single component 

Go to the FLEET menu and click the Assets tab. Apply filters using the column headers to find the asset. Click on 

the asset that you want to graph.  

 

Select the component that you want to graph. Only one component can be selected. If more than one component 

is selected then the graph button will grey out and not work.  

 

The pop-up graph panel will be blank and ready to create the trend graphs. Build the graphs: 

- Choose the Tests to plot from the Test drop down list. Multiple tests can be selected at a time. 

- Choose the time range or dates for samples to be plotted 

- Choose whether you want to view by sample date or meter reading 

- Choose whether you want to see the plotted results in raw numbers, rate of wear or normalized 

 

 



Once the graph has been created, any of these parameters can be changed. More tests can be added using the 

Test drop down list.  

 

 

Clicking on the elements already chosen will either hide or return them from view. For example the V40 shown 

above and clicking on V40 hides it.  

 

The graph can be saved in PNG, JPEG, PDF, SVG formats. This will download through the browser in the 

application and can be opened and saved.  

 

 

 

 



Graphs can also be created from the Sample Details screen. If you click on the LAB NUMBER from anywhere in 

the application, then the Sample Details will open. Click on the graph button to the right of the screen. 

 

 

This graph works exactly the same as the one from FLEET.  

Changing the Graph Settings to Rate of Wear does not work. No plot will appear. Be aware when looking at raw 
plot of wear metals it may not be a true representation of wear rate. 

  



CREATE A GRAPH THAT TRENDS ELEMENTS BETWEEN COMPONENTS AND ASSETS 
 

Elements and trends can be compared between components and assets. Go to the FLEET menu and select the 

Components tab.  

Using the column headers apply the required filters. You can compare compartments on the same asset or you 

can compare the same compartment on different assets.  

You can select up to 10 components to compare by activating the check box to the left of the compartment. 

Below three engines from 3 different assets will be compared 

 

 

Below three compartments from the same asset will be compared 

 

 

 

 

 



The pop-up graph panel will be blank and ready to create the trend graphs. Build the graphs: 

- Choose the Test to plot from the Test drop down list. Only one test can be selected at time 

- Choose the time range or dates for samples to be plotted 

- Choose whether you want to view by sample date or meter reading 

- Choose whether you want to see the plotted results in raw numbers, rate of wear or normalized 

 

The single test result can be compared between the compartments.  Change tests to plot by re-selecting from the 

Test drop down list.  

 

A plot can be hidden by clicking on the compartment that you do not want see. This can toggle on and off.  

 

Hover over any of the test points on the graph for a pop-up that shows details. 



The graph can be saved in PNG, JPEG, PDF, SVG formats. This will download through the browser in the 

application and can be opened and saved.  

 

 

 

 

Changing the Graph Settings to Rate of Wear does not work. No plot will appear. Be aware when looking at raw 
plot of wear metals it may not be a true representation of wear rate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



IMPORTANT !!  FUNCTIONS THAT ARE STILL IN DEVELOPMENT OR BEING FIXED 
 

CREATING BARCODE LABELS 

 Check the Sample Date that is printed on the paper copy. Current bug in the system that sometimes 

prints the previous date to what you selected when creating the label.  Use a pen to write the correct 

Sample Date on the paper label and the lab will correct this.  

 

 All the components that are listed in the SUBMIT Wizard will be transferred into labels when you click 

on the SAMPLE DETAILS button to create the labels. Although there are check marks next to the 

components which may indicate that you can choose which labels to create, they do not work. These 

check marks only work if you want to choose components to delete from the label creation list.  

 

 Do not use the SAVE DRAFT button when creating labels. This does not work.  

 

 Fields with a magnifying glass – best option is to click on the magnifying glass and choose from the 

LOOK-UP table. Otherwise, start typing in the field and wait for a match to appear in yellow underneath 

and select from the list. Do not just type information and tab to the next field since the field will accept 

whatever you type, but if there is no match then what you typed will not transfer to the label and the lab. 

 

 Fields with drop down list arrow - always click on the arrow and select from the list using the mouse. 

Otherwise the information will not transfer to the label or the lab 

 

 When adding Make-Up fluid when creating a barcode label, note that decimal places are ignored.  Enter 

your make-up fluid in the Notes section if it contains decimal places. 

CREATING A NEW ASSET 

 When you create a new Non-Caterpillar asset in the system and you add a component, the system may 

automatically add additional components that you have not selected. Manually delete these unwanted 

components or contact the SOS lab to do this for you.  

 

 Adding a NON-Cat model/asset that is not listed in the Manufacturer or Model LOOK-UP TABLES, 

choose OTHER for both and enter the details in the Equipment Note. The lab will update this. 

MAINTENANCE EVENTS 

 Do not use the Rebuild or Component Change events when adding new maintenance events. These 

cause major errors with Meter Reading and Meter on Fluid calculations. 

 

 Maintenance Events will not show what type of event it was ( Fluid Change, Filter Change or Fluid Add). 

They will only come up as Maintenance.   Use the Login Note field to enter what the event was. 

Although you cannot see this either, the information is visible to lab.  

 

 

 



COLUMN HEADERS AND FILTERS 

 Under certain circumstances the “Date” type columns used for filtering information will automatically 

default to “Last 30 Days”. If you have these columns hidden then you will notice when this filter is being 

applied and the results returned from your search may not be what you expect to see or incorrect. 

Always Clear All Filters when you start a new search. 

 

 The date shown in the LAST SAMPLED DATE in the FLEET>Components screen is not correct and is 

not the actual date last sampled. 

 

 There is a LAB DATE against Pending Samples and Maintenance Events.  This really means the date 

on which you created the label or event. 

 

 Sorting does not always sort the data in the correct or expected order. Always check that the sort 

worked. – FLEET asset details Sampled Date, Meter.  Undo and repeat the sort for it to work. 

 

 When filtering using the HEALTH and STATUS column headers, always Uncheck All first and then 

select the items you want to filter.  Not doing an Uncheck All will not clear the previous filter you had. 

CREATING TREND GRAPHS 

 Changing the Graph Settings to Rate of Wear does not work. No plot will appear. Be aware when 

looking at raw plot of wear metals it may not be a true representation of wear rate. 

LOOK-UP TABLES 

 When using LOOK-UP tables, the first column is typically a coded format and we suggest you do not 

use this column to search.  

 

 The results returned in a LOOK-UP table may not contain all the matching results. The table has a 

limited number of rows, so try searching again or differently if you cannot find what you are looking for.  

DASHBOARD 

 Some widgets on the Dashboard are working correctly or providing the correct information.  Limit the 

usage of the Dashboard widgets to Quick Search, Alert Levels and Sample Status.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


